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ABSTRACT: 

         Margret Atwood is a noted Canadian novelist, poet literary critic and short writer. 

Atwood ‘s early  years were spent in the bush lands of North Quabec.Despite moving’s to 

Toronto at the age of seven ,her formal education kept  getting interrupted due to the frequent 

trips the had to take NORTHERN Ontario and Québec  to visit her who was engaged in 

entomological research there. Atwood is internationally recognised as a prolific novelist poet 

critic feminist and political activist. She has also a number of short stories radio script screen 

plays and children’s book to her name. Atwood is best play writer and has keen interesting in 

animals. Human nature emotional settings and comic books etc. Her works that got impressed 

in Survival and The Hand maids tale.  Here I would like to have the special attention on her 

book Survival and its theme, importance. 

INTRODUCTION: 

      Margret Atwood is a well-known feminist author who often writes about the oppression 

of women in society in her mysterious poem ‘There is a photography of me “.Atwood utilizes 

several aspects of nature observed in a photograph to symbolise. That dominance of man over 

women our oppressive society. Atwood has her own characters that can be explored in her 

novels like The Handmaids tale , Survival .Her celebrated poetry is collected in books like 

The Circle Game  ( 1964) Interlude   (1964)).Among her novels The edible women 

(1969).The Robber birds(1993) Good Bones and simple murders (19940 The Tent 

(20006) 

A NOTE ON SURVIVAL: 

          Survival has a thematic Guide to Canadian Literature is a survey of Canadian 

Literature by Margaret At wood , one of the best known Canadian authors. I t was first 

published in House of Nandi 1972.A work of Literature Criticism as Atwood written in her 

Preface to the 2004 edition Survival was an attempt to deal with her belief that in the early 

1970s’of her life best moments. Canadian Literature was still looking for a growing in a 

national identity that would be comparative to that of Great Britain to the United States. The 

thematic approaches of the book and its interned non –academic audience Corresponds with a 

focus on Contemporary Canadian Literature. As a point of entry.. Therefore the books do not 

provide an extensive Survey of the historic al development of Canadian literature, but an 

introduction to what Canadian Literature for readers as citizen of Canada. In Survival the 
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Canadian literature emerges as central to the development of national identity and is values of 

ethics.. 

          Survival is very interesting story about wild animals in the forest and in the circuses. 

From to time  it first appears in 1972.Survival was generally well received by the popular 

press, but severally critized many Canadian Literatures Scholars and academic as being 

simplistic narrow in scope. Survival with many writers and authors of Canadian literature 

Captain Marvel, Plastic man Charles G D Roberts Earnest Thompson Seton   Walter Scott  

Edgar Allan Poe  Clark Kent  Conan Doyle Charles Dickens etc. The book King in Exile by 

Charles G D Robert’s is lovable CHRISTMAS PRESENT. When she opens the pages she 

astonished by the feeling emotion of the King and the Queen where there were Exile in 

another country. Atwood from her her childhood days she was attracted only the British and 

American Literature. When she was fondling reading the Canadian literature. She was very 

surprised in the pictures and themes of the subject.  Atwood takes a keen interesting in 

Captain Marvel and Walter Scott .s novels .She was quite willing to believe in the Alice in 

Wonderlands and Wildwood wisdom and The Conan Doyle’s The Lost World. 

The CRY  in Survival: 

                Survival is one of the unique pleasures for worldwide reader. It explores the pain, 

the suffer of the wild animals .She always loved to read the American and the  British 

Literature before she gets the Thompson’s Wild Animal I have Known because the animals 

are more actual and alive, they lived in the forests and in the circuses. and  the mundane 

death of animals is un digestible. The Canadian   Literature deals with the treasure of the 

past and present values of ethics and culture. Here it’s a wonderful feelings to take about the 

Wild Animals in the forests and in circuses how they struggle in pain and in agony ,The Cry 

of the animals are extremely burst into the forests and in jungle. The Environment case 

sturdy deals with the characters of the animals in different parts of the world. Atwood loved 

her Christmas Present   Charles G,D Roberts Kings in Exile’. This particular book shows 

the Cry of the  King and the Queen in the foreign country.  In seven years King Thibaw and 

Queen Supayalat ruled from the resplendent intrigue infused Golden Palace Mandalay which 

they were created as demigods. After a war against Britain in 1885 they lost their kingdom 

and they exiled in another country. Being exiled in a foreign country it  is merely sad note of 

the mind. The terrible situation should be pass on .The loss the fear the suffering tormented 

condition was on there in each steps. The cry was into burst in the King familiar .Atwood 

loves the reading of Shredded wheat Captain Marvel and Walter Scott. According to 

Atwood the reading of animals and Wild life is delightful movements the excitement 

increased   into the life to the fullest. 

Here I want to state the story by MAYA ANGELOU; ‘Why I Know the Caged Birds sings’. 

The cry of the fifteen years old girl named Maya is struggle full   life when she was being 

raped her mother’s boyfriend in Louis .Reeling from the impact of the trauma of her sexual 
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assault and relishing the power of words to no one but her brother Bailey, Followed by many 

years she read extensively and with the help of her neighbour Mrs Flowers ,The cry is 

painful expression in one’s life weather it might be a human or animals. Margret Atwood 

feels very sensitive corner for all   trapped and tormented animals in the forest and circus. 

Maya Angelou displays the tormented girl in her childhood days.. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

            In the last some golden verse I want to ay the mysterious things in Survival that About 

the comic characters the comic imaginations and comic realistic. Alice in Wonderful Land .is 

good comic book that I ever seen. These characteristics aspects of comic books are necessary 

in conveying the content and massages of the author, The key elements of comic books 

include pants balloons and character. ‘many technological formulas used to create Comic 

books including directions data and metics.The wether to  says about the LOST WORLD is a 

1912 Science fiction novel by Sir Author Canons Doyle. The lost world explores themes of 

adventures  explanations  evolutions the love of Scientific Knowledge imperialism and more. 

Survival has the peculiar characters of reading to give heart tough information about animals 

and the values and of the Canadian Literature. 
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